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Game Description:Blackwater Games brings the 3rd edition of the Dead Man's Hand boardgame to PC and OS X. In the Dead Man's Hand PC game,
several players participate in a series of games using a series of action cards that are combined to make a unique game scenario. The main objective in the
Dead Man's Hand PC game is to try to survive the most complicated game scenario and in order to achieve this, the players must create side missions and

place archers in various locations. 1 player - 1 mission is the challenge for all gamers in the Dead Man's Hand PC game. A bitter cold winter's night, a
group of elites of the Dark Angels Space Marine Chapter discover the abandoned Dead Man's Hand Fortress. Lacking the time to investigate the strange
and yet familiar surroundings of the abandoned fortress, the elite of the Dark Angels speed to the city of Jurgenheim to sell their wares, unaware of the
catastrophic fate awaiting the city they leave behind. The cruelly cold night will be their last. Dead Man's Hand is a boardgame with up to seven players.

As in most other boardgames, players need to succeed on a few basic actions to win. In the Dead Man's Hand PC game, these actions can be grouped into
three categories: "Scenarios", "Missions" and "Actions". Scenarios are the story of the game which can only be played once. Missions are individual
actions that a player must make to win a scenario. Actions are small decisions which may help or hurt a player. You can also start the game to play
another player's scenario and/or character. Various characters are available, including the elite of the Dark Angels Space Marines Chapter, and the

underworld vassals of Master Lancthread. Use of two or three different characters yields a different experience in the Dead Man's Hand PC game. You
can create a scenario of your own with the elaborate writing system included in the PC game. Players can both create missions and write scenarios

themselves and each scenario is determined by a complex set of rules. For example, the speed of a wargear phase and the number of enemy models a
character may move in a turn are all rules of the game. The game is designed for two to seven players. This edition of the Dead Man's Hand PC game

features the latest Boardgame Night and Bundle updates, the updated character and mission editor and rulebooks. Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine Cr
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